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First tag

I was born in ’72. Generation X. Growing up in the seventies is one 
thing, growing up in Saudi Arabia in the seventies is another thing 
altogether. I was sent to an American kindergarten, where they 

taught me English and how to write my name. At home we had 
satellite TV with all the major US networks familiarizing me with NY 
graffiti at the age of 5. 
My parents gave me a set of watercolours to get creative. So I did. 
I went outside and painted my name on the front door in big red 
letters. I proudly ran off to dad to show him my accomplishments. 
He came out to take a look. All pissed off he slapped me a few, then 
preached to me not to paint my name around the house no more. 
This event would change my life forever. —CES53
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A. 1978 My first tag. Saudi Arabia. 
B. 1979 Mack truck.
C. 1979 Train.
D. 1981 Catching butterflies.
E. 1982 House in the snow.
F. 1982 Knights fighting.
G. 1980 Clown.
H. 1980 Clown with sword.
I. 1982 Dutch houses.
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First piece

In March 1986, our Arts teacher showed us Style Wars. He’d recorded 
it on VHS from a previous television broadcast.
I went bananas. It was clear now that all this stuff shown in the 

documentary was what I was meant to do, making your graffiti big 
and colourful. The stuff I’d been doing at the time (markers only) was 
a joke compared to the huge spray paint burners and tags these New 
York guys were slamming on public transport.
My mission was clear. Since I was 13 years of age at the time, I didn’t 
have enough money to buy spray paint, so like the kids in Style Wars, 
I had to steal paint. I hooked up with MAUI and Martijn, a guy from 
our class, and went for the paint shop. We racked up some cans and 
went to work. I first did the outline on an MA’S piece, meaning MAUI 
ALIAS (my name at the time), then went along to paint the piece, in 
daylight, on the front of our school while the school was out for a 
teacher’s funeral. It was a Thursday. I never took a photo of that piece.
My second piece was a collab together with DAINA. I wrote DAFA, 
being DAINA & FACIE (my name at the time). —CES53

A. 1986 KIS crew.
B.  1986 FUCK OFF, art busters.
C.  1986 UEFA crew, ISAC (ADJAI) AMORE 
 (LINDO) and JOE (CES53). Hoogvliet.
D. 1986 SDI designs.
E.  1986 AIZE JEREMIAH.
F.  1986 SEE by ADJAI, DAINA (LINDO) 
 and FACIE (CES53). Poortugaal.
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Me and my school friend Adjai decided to paint a piece next 
to the subway tracks. Since we were 13 years old, we weren’t 
allowed outside in the middle of the night, so we devised a 

plan to fool my parents. I asked my mom if Adjai could sleep over, she 
agreed. In the middle of the night we climbed out my bedroom and 
drove our bikes down to our desired wall. 

Next morning we woke up and my mom was angry as hell: “Where 
in the hell have you two rascals been!? I know you left the house last 
night!”, she said. I confessed doing a piece, the beginning of many 
arguments and fights about graffiti with my mom. —CES53

G.  1986 BENN by ADJAI and 
 BENN (CES53). Portugaal.
H. 1986 SDI crew by FAIM (LINDO) 
 and AIZE (CES53). Hoogvliet.
I.  1986 ROCKS by KORAK (CES53).
J.  1986 AIZE.
K.  1986 SDI crew design.
L.  1986 Old Asian man.
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A.  CES53, ESHUA, ERAS.
B.  1989 CES, SONS by ESHUA.
C.  1989  CES at the Coolhaven hall of fame. 
 Rotterdam.
D.  1989  CES LA DEAL. Rotterdam.
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Meeting DESHAMER.

When I was on vacation with my parents, driving through 
Geldrop, a small town down south, I noticed a ‘hall of fame’. 
I quickly made plans for a piece the next day. There I met 

DESHAMER, along with some other guys from Geldrop. We stayed in 
touch after that, and together we painted hundreds of pieces since. 
—CES53

E. 1989 SCATE the Great.
F. 1989 CES. Geldrop.
G. 1989 CES, SISM, SORCE, SPRITE. 
 Roosendaal.
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DMON CHOP
 

CHOP and me decided to do a top-to-bottom in a remote yard 
pretty far from Rotterdam, entailing a 1,5 hour train ride. We 
were chilling on the train when two nice girls our age came 

sitting in front of us and started chatting. They coincidently needed 
to go to the same place we did. They asked why we had come to their 
hometown on the last train, we vaguely replied we had something to 
do between 3 and 5 o’clock, but we wouldn’t refuse if they’d invite us 
to sleep at their place after we had finished our business.

The girls’ parents were gone that weekend so they said “sure no 
problem, we have a little barn behind the house and you guys can 
sleep there if you want”. They left the key in a pot out front. We went 
to the yard and painted the DMONCHOP top-to-bottom without a 
sweat. The barn happened to be just two blocks away from the yard. 
The key was right at the place the chicks told us it would be, so that 
was great. In the morning they woke us up with fried eggs and all. 
After breakfast, CHOP had to go back home for business, as I stayed 
with one of the girls for the rest of the day, so I could take pictures of 
our pieces later on. —CES53

A. 1990 SIE by ZEBSTER, CES. Brussels. 
B. 1990 CAMEL SHAVE.
C. 1990 SORCE.
D. 1990 ZEBSTER rack up score in 
 Rotterdam.
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E. 1990 DMONCHOP by CES53 and CHOP. 
 Venlo.
F.  1990  DMON by CES53. Rotterdam.
G.  1990  SHA by DESHAMER, DMON by 
 CES53. Haarlem.
H.  1990 MES by MILK, CES. Munich.
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Fatcaps

Since I painted my first T2B whole car in 1989, I became familiar 
with the use of fatcaps. I got my first ones from a spray paint 
dealer at Waterlooplein in Amsterdam. They weren’t easy to 

come by, and I saved the few caps I had, cleaning them with acetone, 
so I could reuse them later.
When we painted the three whole cars in Brussels in 1990, SORCE 
had the luminous idea to do his fill in using both hands at the same 
time. From that day, it was standard practice for us to use both hands, 
covering the big surfaces of the trains we faced. ZEBSTER showed 
me that good fatcaps were used on a can of brake spray. Nice skin-
ny (Banana caps) and medium fatcaps came with L’Oréal hairspray, 
deodorant or similar products. From that day on, there never was a 
shortage of fatcaps, skinny caps and the rest, we racked them from 
the products in drug stores. I had looked at caps before on different 
products, but wasn’t able to find the right ones for our purpose. We 
used dishwashing gloves over our woolen gloves in wintertime, since 
it could be awfully cold sometimes, painting outside in the freezing 
cold is no joke.
I was at ZEBSTER’s house in Germany, when the doorbell rang. A 
delivery boy dropped this big box, containing 5000 fatcaps, samples 
of other caps and a receipt for 60 DM. ZEBSTER had ordered them 
straight from the factory, that guy was clever. Couple years later, caps 
were sold by paint dealers, and there was never a shortage anymore. 
—CES53
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Blue JACK

We already painted quite some whole cars in the Lichtenberg 
yard, including a full colour DRUM whole car. The night 
after DRUM and I decided to paint the blue JACK whole 

car. We started painting around 3 o’clock, and taking about 65 
minutes to finish it, we were cool. I said to DRUM “shall we fuck up 
the rest of those trains with throw-ups”, he replied “of course”, and 
we went on to bomb the yard.

After we had bombed around 20 cars with throw ups, it was getting 
light and trains started to go into traffic. I said “Time to leave, we 
should pack our shit”, DRUM agreed.

Just about to leave the yard, DRUM saw someone walking between 
the train lanes. I took a close look and, to my surprise, saw a fucking 
cop running our way, full speed. We took off in an instant, but as we 
passed some fronts, cops on each lane came for us. We managed to 
escape, but this was a very, very close call. —CES53

“We went to Düsseldorf and racked up all this Marabu 
Türkisblau Hell. Look through the book and see what it was 
used for!”— MILK

A.  Break-dancing on the roof. Photo by 
 INCA.
B.  1991 JACK by CES53 and DESHAMER, 
 again in the Lichtenberg S-bahn train. 
 Berlin.
C.  War wound (and ripped jeans) after a 
 another day at the office.
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E. 1991 SPEED by NEON, BOX by CES53, 
 painted at Schoneweide S-bahn yard in 
 Berlin.
F.  Marking the train for easy spotting with 
 our whole cars on the other side of the 
 train.
G. 1991 DRUM by DESHAMER, JACK by 
 CES53, BACK by MILK, painted at the 
 Schoneweide S-bahn lay up. Berlin.
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A.  2011 RUSH, artwork by CES53. Gent.
B.  2011 CES53, MISTER, SEL. Amsterdam.
C.  2011 PAGE3, JAKE. Gent.

D.  2011 CHESS, CES53, BYZ. Den Haag.
E.  2011 Rocky rat rocks. Spray paint on 
 canvas.
F.  2011 Artwork by CES53. Rotterdam.
G.  2011 CFH by CES53, character by THOR. 
 Rotterdam.
H.  2011 CES, THOR. Rotterdam.
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A.  2018 VIMOAS CES53. Bucharest.
B.  Entering the yard.
C.  The yard entrance. Bucharest.
D.  2018 Acrylic on canvas.
E.  Bucharest subway.

F. 2018 CES53. Amsterdam.
G.  2018 Return of the megalithic funny 
 ones. Acrylic on canvas, 90 x 120 cm.
H.  2018 Spray paint on canvas.
I.  2018 MSER, SEYAR, CES53. Germany
J.  Lord Life, 3 strikes and your out. Ceramic 
 sculpture.
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